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Abstract
The recent outbreak of Monkeypox displays novel transmission features. The circulating

strain is a descendant of a lineage that had been circulating in Nigeria since 2017. The

prognosis of monkeypox disease (MPX) with the circulating strain is generally good but the

estimated primary reproduction number (R0) among men who have sex with men (MSM) was

above 1 suggesting efficient person-to-person transmission. Different mechanisms of viral

entry and egress, as well as virus-coded host factors, are the main biological determinants of

poxvirus transmissibility. OPXV evolution is driven by gene loss of virus-host interacting

genes and selective pressure from host species using unique adaptive strategies at the gene

and nucleotide level. In this context, we evaluated the effects of genomic instability in

low-complexity-regions, areas that are often neglected during sequencing, during the early

stage of the outbreak in Madrid, Spain. We uncovered significant variation in short-tandem

repeat areas of the MPXV genome that could be associated with changes in transmissibility.

Expression, translation, stability, or function of OPG153 (VACV A26L), OPG204 (VACV

B16R) and OPG208 (VACV B19R) could be affected by the changes, in a manner that is

consistent with proven “genomic accordion” strategies of OPXV evolution. Intriguingly, while

the changes observed in OPG153 stand out as they are located inside a region under high

selective pressure for transmission, in a gene that is clearly considered a “core” gene

involved in attachment and egress; the changes in OPG208, a serine protease inhibitor-like

protein that has been identified as an apoptosis inhibitor, host-range factor and virulence

factor; and OPG204, a known inhibitor of the Type I interferon system shown to act as a

decoy receptor, could also explain phenotypic changes. Further functional studies to

complement this comparative genomic study are urgently needed.
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Introduction
Since May 2022, the United Kingdom followed by multiple European countries have reported

an increase in the incidence of monkeypox virus (MPXV) associated disease. As of

September 4, 52,996 cases had been reported in 102 countries/territories/areas in all six

WHO Regions. On July 22, the World Health Organization declared this outbreak a Public

Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC).

Monkeypox virus (MPXV) is a relatively large, double-stranded DNA virus belonging

to the Orthopoxvirus genus (OPXV) in the family Poxviridae. First identified in 1958, MPXV

has caused sporadic human outbreaks in Central and West Africa, with a mortality rate

between 1% and 10% 1–4. Viral genomes recovered from cases from the Congo Basin and

West Africa clustered into two clades (recently renamed Clade I and II, 5), the former being

more virulent and transmissible. The 2022 current outbreak was quickly identified as related

to Clade II 6,7, a descendant of a lineage of viruses that had been circulating in Nigeria since

2017 8 and thus, labelled IIb (historical members of the group were renamed Clade IIa).

Clade IIb had been previously imported into the UK 9, Israel 10 and Singapore 11,12. The

nearest relative of the 2022 outbreak is USA/UT-UPHL-82200022/2022 (Accession number:

ON676708), a genome detected in a Nigerian traveler 13. Although most cases are related to

this group of sequences (named lineage B.1), a few 2022 cases reported in the USA,

Malaysia, and India form a different lineage (named lineage A.2).

The prognosis of monkeypox disease (MPX) due to Clade IIb viruses in outbreaks

outside Africa is generally good, with self-limited skin lesions without serious complications
14. The clinical presentation is atypical, with rash lesions localized to the genital,

perineal/perianal, or peri-oral area that often does not spread further and appears before the

development of lymphadenopathy, fever, malaise, and pain associated with lesions.

Nonetheless, the outbreak has been described as primarily affecting men who have sex with

men (MSM), a group where the estimated primary reproduction number (R0) was above 1,

potentially indicating a change in transmissibility 14.

In Africa, exposure to animal reservoirs, including squirrels of the genera Funisciurus

and Heliosciurus, is a significant risk factor for MPXV human infections 15–19. However,

evidence suggests that human-to-human transmission is increasing, 20 21 which is coincident

with decreasing herd immunity associated with the smallpox vaccination campaign that

ended in 1980; and correlates with changes in the genomes of secondary cases that result

in gene loss and changes in repetitive regions 22.

OPXV infections are classified as systemic or localized illnesses. Generalized

disease usually manifests with a rash. Localization usually means signs are restricted to the

site of entry. The species of OPXV, its route of entry, and the immune status of the host are
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usually the only determinants of the type of infection. Different mechanisms of viral entry and

egress, as well as virus-coded host factors, are the main biological determinants 23–27.

However, most of what we know about MPXV virus transmission was learned from intranasal

or aerosol challenge models developed to represent a respiratory route of infection. When

the exposure was either percutaneous or upper respiratory, its clinical disease course varied
28. Thus, it is reasonable to posit that the differences in clinical presentation, epidemiology,

pathogenesis, and disease development observed during this outbreak could be related to a

different route of molecular transmission. MPXV moves from regional lymphatics to the

bloodstream causing a primary viremia, and then multiplies in the spleen, liver, bone marrow,

and other reticulo-endothelial organs. After, a second viremic period ensues, followed by

seeding of distant sites, specifically the skin, and generation of the characteristic generalized

rash.

Although OPXV are antigenically and genetically similar, they have diverse host

ranges and virulence properties 29–33. OPXV evolution is driven by selective pressure from

host species 31–35 and gene loss of virus-host interacting genes 36. Large double-stranded

DNA virus survival depends on their ability to resist host defenses. Thus, they accumulate

the most antidefense genes to counteract their lack of plasticity 36. Retrospective

evolutionary studies provided evidence of OPXV’s unique adaptive strategies 37,38. Elde 39

and Senkevich 40 introduced the concept of “genomic accordions'' at the gene and base

level, respectively, to explain their ability to adapt. Elde et al. demonstrated that OPXV

rapidly acquired higher fitness by massive gene amplification when forced through severe

bottlenecks in vitro. Gene amplification facilitates the gain of adaptive amino acid

substitutions in the gene copies. Subsequent reduction in gene copy offsets the costs

associated with the larger genome size, allowing the retention of adaptive substitutions 39.

Similarly, Senkevich et al. described a similar feature during in vitro passaging. In that case,

rapid adaptation was driven by single-nucleotide insertions or deletions within runs of As or

Ts, resulting in an easily reversible gene-inactivating frameshift mechanism 40. This feature,

leading to attenuation in vivo, is likely one of the bases of the attenuation of serially

passaged vaccines.

Interestingly, in addition to stretches of homopolymers, the genomes of OPXV also

include a significant number of repeat regions (STR, Short tandem repeats) with various

levels of complexity (dinucleotide, trinucleotide or more complex palindromic repeats). These

genomic features had not been yet studied in the context of evolutionary adaptation. Given

the potential changes in person-to-person (PTP) transmissibility efficiency, we set to

evaluate the effects of these low-complexity-regions (LCR; including all STR and

homopolymers) changes in the MPXV genome. Although advances in field sequencing

technologies have facilitated access to MPXV genomes, these areas have been frequently
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neglected as they are hard to resolve. We obtained a high-quality genome from an unpassed

vesicular fluid from a MPX disease case in Spain by combining different technologies'

properties to get a complete genome 41. Moreover, we assessed its variation in LCR areas

along a set of clinical specimens collected during the ongoing outbreak to determine the

levels of intra-host and inter-host variation. We uncovered significant regions of variation that

might provide insights into changes in transmissibility.
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Methods:
Study design and population We performed a genomic study of confirmed cases of MPX

diagnosed from 18th May 2022 until 14th July 2022 at the National Center for Microbiology (NCM).

The study was performed as part of the Public Health Response to MPXV by the Spanish Ministry of

Health. All samples are listed in Supplementary Table 1.

Samples: Mainly swabs of vesicular lesions in viral transport media were sent refrigerated to the

NCM. Nucleic acids were extracted using either QIAamp MinElute Virus SpinDNA or QIAamp Viral

RNA Mini kits from Qiagen (QIAGEN), according to the manufacturer's recommendations.

Inactivation of samples was conducted in a certified Class II Biological Safety Cabinet in a BSL2

laboratory under BSL3 work practices with appropriate PPE to reduce the risk of exposure further.

Laboratory Confirmation: The inclusion criteria defined laboratory confirmation as a positive result

by PCR of MPXV from cutaneous lesions swabs. A generic Real-time PCR for the OPXV genus was

used for screening 42. For confirmation,in the very early stages of the outbreak, we used a

conventional validated OPXV nested PCR 43 targeting the TFN receptor gene.

Genomic Sequencing: DNA was extracted from the patient’s pustule swabs using either QIAamp

MinElute Virus SpinDNA or QIAamp Viral RNA Mini kits from Qiagen. Sequencing libraries were

prepared with the tagmentation-based Illumina DNA Prep kit and run in a NovaSeq 6000 SP flow

cell using 2 x 150 paired-end sequencing. To improve the assembly quality, the library from sample

353R, an unpassed vesicular fluid from a confirmed case, was also run in a MiSeq v3 flow cell using

2 x 300 paired-end sequencing. Additionally, sample 353R was also analyzed by single-molecule

methods using Oxford Nanopore technologies. For nanopore sequencing, 210 ng of DNA extracted

from 353R pustule swab was used to prepare a sequence library with the Rapid Sequencing Kit; the

library was analyzed in an FLO-MIN106D flow cell for 25 hours. The process rendered 1.12 Gb of

filter passed bases.

Bioinformatic analysis:
De Novo Assembly Methods to obtain a High-Quality MPXV Genome (HQG): The sample 353R

was selected for this purpose, given the high yield of MPXV genomic material in a preparatory run.

Single-molecule long sequencing reads were preprocessed using Porechop v0.3.2pre 44 with default

parameters. Next, reads were de novo assembled using flye assembler v2.9-b1768 45 in

single-molecule sequencing raw read mode with default parameters. The process resulted in one

contig with a length of 198,254bp identified as MPXV. Short 2x150 sequencing reads were mapped

with bowtie2 against the selected contig, and resulting bam files were used to correct the assembly

using pilon v1.24 46. At this intermediate step, the single-molecule de novo assembly corrected with

pilon was used as a reference in the viralrecon pipeline 47 for mapping and consensus generation

with short sequencing reads. We used 0.5 as the allele frequency threshold for including variant

positions in the corrected contig.
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Short MiSeq 2 x 300 and NovaSeq 2 x 150 sequencing reads were also de novo assembled

using viralrecon pipeline v 2.4.1. (https://github.com/nf-core/viralrecon) 47, written in Nextflow

(https://www.nextflow.io/) in collaboration between the nf-core community 48 and the Bioinformatics

Unit of the Institute of Health Carlos III (BU-ISCIII) (https://github.com/BU-ISCIII). Fastq files

containing raw reads were first analyzed for quality control using FastQC v0.11.9. Raw reads were

trimmed using fastp v0.23.2 49. The sliding window quality filtering approach was performed,

scanning the read with a 4-base-wide sliding window and cutting 3’ and 5’ base ends when average

quality per-base dropped below a Qphred33 of 20. Reads shorter than 50 nucleotides and reads

with more than 10% read quality under Qphred 20 were removed. Host genome reads were

removed via a kmer-based mapping of the trimmed reads against the GRCh38 NCBI human

genome reference using Kraken2 v2.1.2 50. Then, the remaining non-host reads were assembled

using SPADES v3.15.3 51,52 in rnaviral mode. A fully ordered genome sequence was generated

using ABACAS v1.3.1 53 based on the MPXV_USA_2022_MA001 (ON563414.3). The independently

obtained de novo assemblies and reference-based consensus genomes for 353R were aligned

using MAFFT v7.475 54 and visually inspected for variation using Jalview v2.11.0 55.

Systematic identification of Low-complexity regions (LCRs) in OPXV genomes: Detection of STRs in

the HQG and other OPXV genomes was performed with the software Tandem Repeat Finder 56,

using default parameters. Briefly, the algorithm works without the need to specify either the pattern

or its size. Tandem repeats are identified considering percent identity and frequency of indels

between adjacent pattern copies and using statistically based recognition criteria. Since Tandem

Repeat does not detect single nucleotide repeats, we developed an R script to systematically

identify homopolymers of at least 9 nucleotides in all OPXV available genomes. STRs and

homopolymers were annotated as LCRs.

Curation of LCRs in the HQG: We curated the LCR in our HQG using a modified version of

STRSEARCH software (https://github.com/AnJingwd/STRsearch). STRSEARCH, when provided

with identifying 15bp flanking regions, performs a profile analysis of STRs in massively parallel

sequencing data. However, to ensure high-quality characterization of the LCR alleles, we modified

the script to complement reverse reads that map against the reverse genome strand according to

their bam flag. In addition, output was modified to add information later utilized by a custom python

script to select only reads containing both LCR flanking regions. Modified code can be found here

(https://github.com/BU-ISCIII/MPXstreveal). All LCR areas in the HQG were manually validated

using STRSEARCH results and de novo assemblies obtained from all sequencing approaches. For

additional completeness, when an LCR was only resolved by single-molecule long sequencing

technologies (LCR1/4 and LCR3), we also analyzed publicly available data. For this purpose, we

downloaded all single-molecule long sequencing data from SRA as of August 10, 2022, and

analyzed it according to Supplementary File 1B.
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Final assembly: The consensus genome constructed with the viralrecon pipeline 47 using the

corrected de novo contig as stated above, along with the resulting curated and validated consensus

LCRs were used to build the final HQG reference genome. The resulting high-quality genome is

available in ENA with identifier: OX044336.2.

Reference-based consensus for Clade IIb MPXV Spanish sample set: For all the remaining

samples in our study, sequencing reads were analyzed for viral genome reconstruction using

viralrecon pipeline version 2.4.1 47. Trimmed reads were mapped with bowtie2 v2.4.4 57 against the

353R HQG (OX044336.2), and MPXV-M5312_HM12_Rivers (NC_063383.1). Picard v2.26.10 58 and

SAMtools v1.14 59 were used to generate viral genome mapping stats. Variant calling was done

using iVar v1.3.1 60, which calls for low and high-frequency variants from which variants with an

allele frequency higher than 75% were kept to be included in the consensus genome sequence.

Finally, bcftools v1.14 61 was used to obtain the viral genome consensus with the filtered variants

and mask genomic regions with coverage values lower than 10X. All variants, included or not, in the

consensus genome sequence, were annotated using SnpEff v5.0e 62, and SnpSift v4.3 63. Final

summary reports were created using MultiQC v.1.11 64. Consensus genomes were analyzed with

nextclade v2.4.1 65 using the Monkeypox (All clades) dataset. Raw reads and consensus genomes

are available in Bioproject PRJEB53450 with ENA sample accessions identifiers: ERS12168855 to

ERS12168865, ERS12168867, ERS12168868 and ERS13490510 to ERS13490543.

Intra- and inter-host allele frequencies analysis:

Intra-host genetic entropy (defined as -sum(Xi*log(Xi)), where Xi denotes each of the allele

frequencies in a position) was calculated according to the SNP frequencies of each position along

the genome using viralrecon pipeline results. Similarly, genetic entropy for each of the 21 LCRs was

calculated considering the frequencies of repeat lengths.

LCR intra-host and inter-host variations in our sample set were analyzed using the modified

version of STRSEARCH software described above. As a filter for quality for this analysis,

STRSEARCH search results (Supplementary Table 4) were filtered, keeping alleles with at least

ten reads spanning the region and allele frequency above 0.03. Quality control and allele frequency

graphs were created using a custom R script.

Pairwise Genetic distances between samples were calculated as Euclidean distances

(defined as /X-Y/=sqrt(sum(xi-yi)^2), where xi and yi are the allele frequencies of sample X and Y at

a given position, respectively), thus accounting for the major and minor alleles at each position

analyzed. These distances were calculated individually for each variable LCR (STRs 2, 5, 7, 10, 11,

and 21) as well as for each of all 5422 SNPs displaying inter-sample variability (compared

MPXV-M5312_HM12_Rivers) with over the 48 samples. The distributions of Inter-sample distances

were compared between LCRs employing a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a non-parametric

multiple pairwise-comparison between groups (Wilcoxon test), where P-values were subjected to the

false discovery rate correction. We also tested whether inter-sample variability in LCRs is higher
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than that from SNPs by a randomization test: first, we calculated the average Euclidean distance for

each LCR and each SNP position. Then, the average value of each LCR was compared to a random

sample of 1000 values from the distribution of mean distances from the SNPs along the genome.

The P-value was calculated from the percentage of times that the mean of the LCR was higher than

the randomly taken values from the SNPs.

Core genome phylogenetic analysis: Variant calling and SNP matrix generation was performed

using snippy v4.4.5 66 including sequence samples and representative MPXV genomes downloaded

from NCBI (Supplementary Table 1). SNP matrix with both invariant and variant sites was used for

phylogenetic analysis using iqtree v. 2.1.4-beta 67 using predicted model K3Pu+F+I and 1000

bootstraps replicates. A phylogenetic tree was visualized and annotated using itol 68. SNP matrix

was also used for generating the haplotype network using PopArt 69.

Selected MPXV ORF analysis: Representative OPXV genomes 36 were downloaded from NCBI

together with the consensus genomes from the samples in this study (Supplementary Table 1).

MPXV genomes were classified by clade and lineage following the last nomenclature

recommendations 5 according to nextclade v2.4.1 65. Annotation from RefSeq NC_063383.1 gff was

transferred to all fasta genomes using liftoff v1.6.3 70. OPG153 was extracted using AGAT v0.9.1

(agat_sp_extract_sequences.pl) 71 and multi-fasta files were generated for each group and gene.

OPG204 and OPG208 alternative annotation start site ORFs were re-annotated in Geneious and

extracted as new alignments. We used MUSCLE v3.8.1551 72 for aligning each multifasta and

Jalview v2.11.0 55 for inspecting and editing the alignments. Finally, Metalogo v1.1.2 73 was used for

creating and aligning the sequence logos for each group OPXV of the OPG153 and LCR7 area.

OPG204/LCR21 and OPG208/LCR3 were represented similarly.

All scripts and code used for the paper can be found at github repository:

https://github.com/BU-ISCIII/MPXstreveal

Comparison of the Frequency of LCRs between protein functional groups: The potential

biological impact of LCRs was evaluated by mapping the frequency and location of STR and

homopolymers in the structure of the poxvirus genome and considering the biological function of the

genes affected. We compared the frequency of inclusion of LCRs between distinct functional groups

of genes as previously established 36. OPXV (n=231, AKMV: n=6 sequences, AKPV: 1, CPXV: 82,

ECTV:5, MPX: 62, VACV: 18, VARV: 57) include 216 functionally annotated Orthologus Poxviral

Genes (OPGs) classified in 5 categories (“Housekeeping genes/Core” ANK/PRANC family, Bcl-2

domain family, PIE family, and “Accesory/Other” (e.g., virus-host interacting genes)). The frequency

was calculated after normalizing their count number with the sample size of the OPG alignment.

Statistical Analysis of the significance of differences was performed employing a Kruskal-Wallis test

followed by a non-parametric multiple pairwise comparison between groups (Wilcoxon test), where

P-values were subjected to the false discovery rate correction.
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Results
A complete high-quality monkeypox genome assembly and annotation

Given the evolutionary importance of STR and homopolymers in the evolutionary history of

poxvirus 39,74, we focused on the characterization and validation of these resolved regions using

three sequencing platforms.

Shotgun, short-read based sequencing from vesicular lesions allowed us to reconstruct 47

MPXV genomes with at least 10X read depth using a reference-based assembly approach. A

median of 39,697,742 high quality reads per sample (max 111,030,976, min 7,780,032) were

obtained using the NovaSeq 6000. Although 98.12% of reads belonged to the human host, a

median of 74,085 virus reads (max 27,516,891, min 30,854) were enough to reconstruct >99% of

the genome (Supplementary Table 2).

However, although most of the genome structure was resolved, read mapping showed that

LCRs were mostly unresolved. More importantly, those results were biased by the reference

genome used as a scaffold. In general, the observation is that short tandem repeats are resolved by

reference mapping software tools “following” the pattern provided in the scaffold reference genome

instead of reporting the actual pattern (Supplementary Fig. 1a).
Thus, we explored different assembly strategies generally used for resolving eukaryotic

genomes, which mostly combine different sequencing technologies. For this purpose, we used one

of the samples with a higher proportion of high-quality viral reads (353R). The de novo assembly

obtained from NovaSeq (2x150bp pair-ended reads), MiSeq (2x300bp pair-ended reads), and

Nanopore sequencing generated 3, 2, and 1 contig belonging to MPXV covering 97%, 97%, and

101% of reference genome NC_063383.1. Fig. 1 shows the fully annotated genomes (based on the

NC_063383.1 genome annotation), comparing the contigs obtained using the different approaches.

Based on our previous experience during the investigation of human-to-human transmission

of monkeypox in the DRC 22, we utilized a systematic approach for LCR discovery that resulted in

the identification of 21 LCRs (13 STR, 8 homopolymers; Table 1) in our finished contig. Annotated

position (according to the reference genome NC_063383.1), pattern, and flanking region of each

area (defined as in 75) are provided in Supplementary Table 3. Four of those regions (pairs LCR1

and 4; and LCR10 and 11) are located in the left and right inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) and are

identical copies in reverse complementary form. In strict terms, we could not resolve these regions,

as no reads joined these LCRs with unique areas of the genome. Thus, LCR1 and 4; and LCR10

and 11 are treated as the same.

In general, LCRs were resolved using the assembly obtained from single-molecule

sequencing and further validated using short-read sequencing reads since most patterns range in

length between 13 and 67bp and therefore are covered by reads from each side or flanking region
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without mismatches. Supp. Fig. 1b displays an example for LCR7; all other resolved areas are

displayed in Supp. File 1A. All LCRs (except 1/4 and 3) were validated in this form. LCR1/4 (256bp)

and LCR3 (468bp) were only resolved with single-molecule sequencing reads due to their length

(Table 2).
LCR3 contains a complex tandem repeat with the form ATAT [ACATTATAT]n. Our analysis

shows 52 repeats. No current publicly available MPXV genomes had reported a similar length.

However, our analysis of 35 SRA publicly available MPXV nanopore sequencing runs shows our

pattern is reproducible (Fig. 2a). Fifteen samples have supporting long reads that include both

flanking regions. Interestingly, four samples from the 2022 MPXV outbreak (Lineage B.1 - Clade IIb)

have repeats ranging between 54 and 62 for LCR3. This diverges from the rest of the 2018-2019

Lineage A - Clade IIb samples that range between 12 and 42 repeats. These results demonstrate

LCR3 as a region of genomic instability and high variability, with evolutionary changes leading to the

2022 outbreak.

LCR1/4 contains a complex tandem repeat with the form [AACTAACTTATGACTT]n. Our

analysis shows 16 repeats. Instead, both reference strains (NC_063383.1 and ON562414.3) have

only eight repeats (Table 3). The analysis of the publicly available data confirms our observation

(Fig. 2b). Among Clade IIb, B1 strains show 16 repeats consistently. A.1 strains are polymorphic

showing 14 (n=1), 16 (n=3), 17 (n=7) and 19 (n=1). A.2 strains show 23, 25, and 26 repeats, while

older lineage A strains have 32, 43, 53, and 71 repeats.

We propose this genome for sample 353R as a high-quality complete reference genome,

HQG 41. We compared our 198,547 bp HQG to MPXV-M5312_HM12_Rivers (NC_063383.1) and

MPXV_USA_2022_MA001 (ON563414.3) 13 (Table 3). Both 353R and ON562414.3 genomes show

the same 67 SNPs called against the NC_063383.1 reference genome. Additionally, 353R has 2

additional paired SNPs in the left and right ITR (5595G>A; 191615C>T to NC_063383.1) that result

in the introduction of a stop codon in OPG015. We observed this variation in only two other samples

among our sample set). 353R and ON562414.3 also differ by two INDELs at positions 133,077 and

173,273 that correspond to differences in the areas of LCR2 and 5, respectively). As a result of the

resolution of the LCR areas, 353R differs in genome length by 1342bp against ON562414.3 and

1338bp against NC_063383. Most of the variation is due to differences in the length of LCR1/4 and

LCR3, along with minor length differences in LCR2, LCR5, and LCR10/11. In general, the number of

repeats found with the hybrid assembly approach in these areas doubles their length.

Nonrandom distribution of LCRs in the MPXV genome
We compared the distribution of LCRs between different major functional groups as previously

described 36. Differences between functional groups were statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis test,

P-value <0.001) Pairwise analysis demonstrated that the functional group “Core” includes LCRs at a

significantly lower frequency (multiple pairwise-comparison Wilcoxon test) than functional groups

“ANK/PRANC” (corrected P value <0.0001), “Bcl-2 domain” (corrected P value =0.04) and
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“Accessory” (corrected P value <0.0001) (Fig. 3). This analysis indicates that regions of low

complexity in poxvirus genomes are non-random. Moreover, it also shows that there is a significant

purifying selection force against introducing LCRs in “core” areas.

We next compared the degree of diversity among the 21 identified LCRs with the observed

single-nucleotide polymorphism variability that had been the focus of recent genomic studies. In the

HQG, LCRs 2, 5, 7, 10, 11, and 21 displayed intra-host genetic diversity, with entropy values that

ranged from 0.18 (LCR7) to 1.66 (LCR2), with an average of 0.81 and a SD = 0.64 among them

(Table 2). Only five nucleotide positions displayed intra-host genetic diversity at the level of SNPs

(positions 1285, 6412, 88,807, 133,894 and 145,431). The entropy values ranged from 0.17

(position 133894) to 0.69 (position 6412), with an average of 0.38 and a SD = 0.21 among them.

Interestingly, a Student’s t-test revealed a significantly higher level of diversity in LCRs than in SNPs

(P value =0.021; Fig. 4a).

We then characterized, collected and compared the allele frequencies for all LCR from all the

samples in our dataset, with the filters described above. The complete list of alleles observed is

listed in Supplementary Table 4. Our inter-sample distance analyses revealed that the average

inter-sample Euclidean distances at LCRs ranged between 0.05 (LCR21) and 0.73 (LCR2). We

found statistically significant differences between LCRs (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared P value <0.001).

More specifically, the multiple pairwise comparison Wilcoxon test reported that all LCRs displayed

significantly different levels of inter-sample distance (FDR corrected P-values < 0.001), except for

the comparison of LCR10 vs. LCR11 (corrected P value =0.48) and LCR2 vs. LCR5 (corrected P

value =0.25) (Fig. 4b). Average distances in SNPs ranged between 0.0018 and 0.4168. Our

randomization tests revealed that all LCRs display a significantly higher level of inter-sample

diversity than the SNPs (all corrected P-values < 0.05) (Fig. 4b). These analysis shows that most of

the variability in the poxvirus genome is located in LCRs areas. We posit that sequencing methods

to study transmission between strains should change their focus to the study of LCR variability

instead of SNP variability.

Only two samples (353R and 349R) produced enough sequence coverage information to

allow us to perform an allele frequency comparison in most LCR areas (Fig. 5a). Their side-by-side

comparison allows us to see apparent differences in allele frequency in some areas of the genome

(2, 5 and 10/11) (Fig. 5b). The rest of the samples only show enough coverage to unequivocally

resolve a subset of the LCRs (e.g., covering both flanking regions; 2, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10/11). LCR8

and LCR9 do not show any variation among our sample set. However, LCR7 and LCR10/11 showed

considerable variation intra-host, as well as differences in the preponderant allele (LCR10/11)

between samples (Fig. 5c).

Use of SNPs variability to identify microevolution events
Phylogenetic and haplotype network analysis of the Spanish isolates in the context of the outbreak

yielded limited information (Supp. Fig. 1a and 1b). While most samples had no significant changes
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and were, therefore, part of the basal ancestral MPXV Clade IIb B1 node, a few sequences form

supported clusters: Group 1: Sample 395, 399, and 441 clustered along with USA 2022 FL002;

Group 2 formed by sample 353, 352, 347 and 416 which all shared the stop codon mutation in

OPG015; Group 3 is formed by 2369 along with SLO (from Slovenia) and HCL0001 (from France)

(Lineage B.1.3); Group 4, formed by 2437 and 417; Group 5, that includes 2388, 2428, 1300 and

698, and RK001 (from Germany) (Lineage B.1.1) and Group 6 that links 2309 and 2317

(Supplementary Table 5)

Based on the information available, only one epidemiological link among members of the

same clusters was recognized. Sample 395 (39yo male, MSM) and 399 (35yo male, MSM) are

sexual partners and attended events in Madrid, Spain, and Porto, Portugal. No link to sample 441

was found. In summary, although there is at least one case where genomic surveillance could detect

a link, all other groupings had not been epidemiologically supported. Given their grouping with other

international samples, those changes might indicate convergence or genomic areas more prone to

sequencing errors. In summary, at least at this time in the outbreak, there appears to be limited

value in the return-of-investment of SNPs whole-genome sequencing.

The biological significance of the areas of higher variability
Since LCR entropy is significantly higher than SNPs; LCR are not randomly located in the genome;

we have shown previously that PTP-associated changes were observed in the immunomodulatory

region 22; and genomic accordions are a rapid path for adaptation of poxvirus during serial passaging
39,40, we posit that changes in LCRs might be associated with adaptive changes related with

transmissibility differences.

Although most LCRs that show variability in our sample set (1/4, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10/11, and 21) are

located in intergenic regions, some (3, 7, and 21) are located into coding regions that, considering

poxvirus evolutionary history, are associated with virulence or transmission. Noteworthy, 3 of the 21

highly repetitive areas identified in our intra-host variation analysis (LCR5, LCR6, and LCR7) are

located in a defined “core” area of the poxvirus genome between positions 133,000 and 138,000

(Fig. 1). This genomic region encodes for OPG152 (VACV A25L), OPG153 (VACV A26L, directly

affected by LCR7), and OPG154 (VACV A27L). LCR7 is the only STR that is encoded at the center

of a functional ORF. Instead, both LCR3 and LCR21 are situated in the promoter/start area,

potentially modifying the ORF start site. The repeat area of LCR7 encodes for an aspartic acid

homopolymer in a non-structured region of the A26L (Fig. 6a). The changes observed encode for

insertion of 2 isoleucines (I) in the middle of the long aspartic acid (D) repeats. The change

resembles the primary structure of the Clade I strains, which also include a couple of Ile residues in

this disordered region). Instead, Clade IIa African strains (pre-2017) have no insertions (Fig. 6a).

The area downstream of LCR3 is another region of potential impact. LCR3 repeat

[CATTATATA]n is located 21bp upstream of the putative translation start site of OPG208.

Significantly, immediately upstream of the LCR3 there is a start methionine codon. The upstream
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start codon has a “mid-to-low” probability of being translated (T base in position -3), compared to a

“strong” Kozak sequence in the downstream putative OPG208 start codon. Nevertheless, LCR3

maintains the correct in-frame form in all Clade II strains, which indicates selective pressure to

maintain the possibility of alternative start translation (Fig. 6c). Interestingly, the LCR3 would not be

in-frame in most Clade I strains.

OPG208 has been identified in genomic comparisons of MPXV strains of Clade I and Clade

IIa among a set of genes most likely responsible for the increased virulence of Clade I 29. The LCR3

tandem repeat CATTATATA in the MPXV 2022 (Lineage Bs, Clade IIb) is present with 52, 54, and 62

copies (Fig. 2a), while SL-V70, WRAIR-61, and COP-58 (all Clade IIa) have been reported as

presenting 7, 37 and 27, respectively 29, and ZAI-96 (Clade I), 16. Interestingly, all Lineage As Clade

IIb samples with publicly available single-molecule long read data have a number of repeats below

40 (Fig. 2a). Alternatively, given the nature of the repeat sequence, it could also potentially alter the

promoter function. Interestingly, the LCR3 repeat sequence also introduces codons with a low usage

ratio that would not be optimized for expression in primates. The codon triplet ATA, which encodes

for one of the Isoleucine, has a rare codon usage of 0.17 (Fig. 7). The potential difference in

transcription and/or translation was the basis to posit B19R as a potential marker of virulence 29.

OPG208, also called Cop-K2L, B19R, or SPI-1, is a serine protease inhibitor-like protein that has

been identified as an apoptosis inhibitor 76. Apoptosis of the infected cell prevents virus proliferation

and protects nearby cells, providing the first and probably more ancient line of nonspecific defense

against pathogens 77.

Similarly, the area downstream of LCR21 shows a similar anomaly. The STR introduces an

ATG codon upstream of the putative start codon for OPG204 (Fig 6b). Kozak sequence analysis

revealed a mid-high probability of translation compared with the putative start codon (Fig. 7). The

repeat introduces a non-optimized codon, AAG, which encodes for Lysine, with a low codon usage

of 0.25. The parallel between OPG204 and OPG208 might indicate this is a conserved evolutionary

trait.
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Discussion:
Observed Differences in transmission during the 2022 MPXV outbreak: Historical studies of

MPXV indicated that the geographically defined Clade I and II isolates had distinct clinical and

epidemiological parameters 1. Identification of human infections in both geographical areas was first

made in the 70s; but the number of reported human cases remained low until the late 90s. A

re-emergence of disease due to Clade I MPXV was observed in the DRC in 1996; with the additional

salient observation that more cases were derived from secondary person-to-person contact (88%)

than in any earlier period in history 78. This was, in part, attributed to a larger population of humans

fully susceptible to disease because of the cessation of routine smallpox vaccination in 1980 20. In

2003, up to 7 generations of uninterrupted spread among humans were reported 79. MPXV Clade IIa

was introduced to the United States in 2003 via a consignment of wild-captured animals from

Ghana. Detailed comparison of the clinical and epidemiologic characteristics of the U.S. cases

demonstrated significant differences in presentation, severity, and transmission compared with

Clade I cases from Africa 3. No MPXV-related mortality or PTP transmission was observed among

Clade IIa cases.

In 2017, MPXV Clade IIb emerged in Yenagoa Local Government Area, Bayelsa State,

Nigeria. Although phylogenetic analysis indicated that the closest ancestor of the novel outbreak

was an isolate from a human MPXV case in Ihie, Abia State, Nigeria, in 1971, only ~10 cases were

detected during the intervening 40 year-period, indicating the index case was not imported, but

probably originated from a spillover event from a new local reservoir host 8. Since then, more than

800 cases have been reported. They showed an unusual pattern: higher prevalence among adults

(78% of patients were 21–40 years of age), whereas historically, most case patients were <15 years

of age. Two main factors were posited to explain the resurgence: (1) increased exposure to and

interactions with forest animals; and (2) waning immunity from since-discontinued universal smallpox

vaccination programs.

Importations of Clade IIb to the UK, Israel, and Singapore in 2018/19 and to the USA in 2021

were observed but did not trigger secondary cases. Instead, the current resurgence was associated

with potential superspreading events in the UK, Belgium, and Spain, as well as a surprisingly high R0

among the MSM community and its social networks. Moreover, the disease itself presented with a

significant departure from typical patterns 78,80–88. In the current outbreak, MPXV appears to transmit

after a primary localized rash that removes the requirement to establish a disseminated infection for

transmission 89. This observation is supported by the low number of reports of disseminated

infection. If MPXV PTP transmission is increasing, we should expect to see related genotype

changes. However, given their known strategies to maintain redundant pathways, we should also not

expect radical but modulating changes.

Genotype-to-phenotype analysis: Comparative genomics has been applied extensively to

demonstrate relations between OPXV genotype and phenotype 22,29,31,34,35,90–92. Studies of MPXV
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genomics during the 2022 outbreak so far have focused on describing its evolutionary history and

tracking its introduction to the virus in Western countries. The 2022 MPXV cluster diverges from the

related 2016-2019 viruses by an average of 50 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Of these,

the majority (n=24) are non-synonymous mutations with a second minority subset of synonymous

mutations (~18) and a few intergenic differences (4) 93. A strong mutational bias mainly attributed to

the potential action of apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing catalytic polypeptide-like 3 (APOBEC3)

enzymes had also been observed 94. Moreover, genetic variation, including deletion of

immunomodulatory genes, had been described 95. MPXV Lineages had been described, although

mostly they represent very small variations usually encoded by one or two SNP differences to the

basal node 96. Four of our samples are described as B.1.1, along with 97 other sequences worldwide

(as of September 1st) which are defined by an amino acid mutation in OPG094 R194H

corresponding to homoplasy G74,360A. One of our samples is described as B.1.3, along with 38

other sequences worldwide, defined by the amino acid mutation R84K in NBT03_gp174

corresponding to position G190,660A. The remainder of our samples are B1. We detected additional

clusters among the Spanish isolates also defined by few SNP changes, but only in one case we

identified an epidemiological link. In summary, there appears to be limited relation between SNP

changes and virus epidemiological history, which might hint to a potential convergence effect.

Genomic epidemiology for this class of virus might need a change of focus.

Our analysis of intra- and inter-host variability demonstrated that larger variation is located in

areas previously considered of poor informative value. We compared the values of heterozygozy

through the whole genome (Fig. 4a) and the magnitude and scale of change is significantly higher in

LCR than SNPs. This variation is also observed intra-host (Fig. 4b). We posit that some of this

variability is associated with biological features. We demonstrated that LCR are enriched in defined

coding areas of the OPXV genome. Furthermore, we found a very strong correlation between areas

of LCR in the MPXV genome and non-core genes (Fig. 3). Enriched LCR were associated with

several families of diverged paralog genes involved in various intracellular and extracellular signaling

pathways (“Ankyrin”, “Bcl-2” and “BTB_Kelch”), although this finding might not be surprising, giving

their “repetitive domain” nature. On the other hand, the substantial difference found when comparing

“Accessory/Other'' with “Core/Housekeeping” gene categories demonstrates that LCRs are

strategically situated in modulatory and adaptive areas, providing additional proof that these areas

should be scrutinized for changes that might affect the OPXV interactome. This resembles adaptive

evolutionary strategies observed in complex parasitic pathogens 97.

Eight LCR areas showed evident signs of intra-host and inter-sample variation (1/4, 2, 3, 5,

6, 7, 10/11, 21). Five of them (5, 6, 7, 3 and 21) were co-located in two areas of the MPXV genome:

130,000 to 135,000 (5, 6 and 7) which is clearly in the “core” area of the OPXV genome where most

“housekeeping” genes are located; and 175,000 to 180,000 (3 and 21), which is located in the

immunomodulatory area. Three of those LCR are located inside the putative translated region of
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MPXV genes OPG153 (A26L), OPG204 (B16R) and OPG208 (B19R). While changes in OPG204

and OPG208 are located near the N-terminal region and might involve modulating the expression of

translation, the changes observed in OPG153 stand out as they are located inside a region under

high selective pressure for transmission, among other OPXV 36 in a gene that is clearly considered a

“housekeeping” gene involved in attachment and egress. The OPG153 repeat results in a poly-Asp

amino acid homopolymer string (Fig. 6a); the N-terminal domain variation in OPG204 results in a

Met-Lys repeat (Fig. 6b) and the LCR repeat in OPG208 results in an Ile-Ile-Tyr repeat (Fig. 6c).

The remaining were located downstream of known ORFs; thus, unlikely to excerpt a modulating

effect (2, 4/1, 10/11).

Functional repetitive microbial proteins have been described. Self-association guided by

stretches of single amino acid repeats is often described in nature, which leads to the formation of

aggregates 98. Many human diseases are associated with detrimental effects of homopolymers 99,100.

Expansion or contraction of the domain increases their self-attraction and triggers disease. These

homopolymers can also regulate the activity of transcription factors 101 or direct ORFs to different

cellular compartments 98 or nuclear localization 102.

The changes in the number of repeats observed in LCR3 and LCR21 follow the same pattern

by extending the N-terminal region of an immunomodulatory ORF. Functional translation studies to

verify if this region is translated are needed. Nonetheless, this strategy has been observed already

to modulate ORF translation in the microbial world. The yeast proteins Flo1p and Flo11p function is

proportionally modulated by the repeat length of their N-terminal region 95,103. A relatively small

change in the number of tandem repeated sequences is crucial to its adaptation to a new

environment. In Plasmodium, the exported glutamic acid-rich protein (GARP) contains repetitive

sequences that direct the protein to the periphery of the infected erythrocyte 104. At least nine other

exported plasmodium proteins target the periphery of the erythrocyte using this strategy.

Interestingly, the lengths of the tandem repeat vary between parasite strains 104. The localization of

Hyp12, a parasitic protein that modulates the rigidity of the infected cell 105, is defined by a repetitive

Lys-rich sequence and a repetitive acidic sequence 104.

However, that is not the only potential way that N-terminal expansions can modulate ORF

expression. The translation rate is regulated by the concentration of available aminoacylated tRNAs.

Encoding unusually long stretches of homopolymers by rare amino acids codon diminishes the

efficiency of the process. If, in addition, the amino acid is encoded by non-codon optimized triplets

like in the Tyr and Lys codons in the repetitive regions of LCR3 and LCR21 (Fig. 7). Moreover, given

the unusually long repetitive stretch of LCR3, Clade IIb MPXV might require large amounts of

Tyr:tRNA to efficiently translate OPG208. The protein encoded by OPG208 belongs to the serine

protease inhibitor superfamily and is called serine protease inhibitor-1 (SPI-1) 106. This protein was

demonstrated to be a host-range factor required for replication in different host cells 107. SPI-1 is

conserved in OPXV and expressed as an intracellular non-glycosylated 40-kDa species 108.
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Morphological examination of SPI-1-deleted infected A549 cells, together with an observed

fragmentation of cellular DNA, suggests that the host range defect is associated with the onset of

apoptosis 107.

The changes associated with LCR21/OPG204 are subtle. We do not observe changes in the

number of repeats, but mutations (Table 2). Thus, most Clade IIb viruses show multiple alternative

starts followed by a Lys, always encoded by the rarest codon. The protein encoded by OPG204,

also known as B16R in VACV-Cop, is a known inhibitor of the Type I interferon (IFN) system shown

to act as a decoy receptor 109–112.

During replication, OPG204 is secreted to bind IFN-I with high affinities and prevent its

interaction with IFNAR. The well characterized secreted IFNα/βBP OPG204/B16R lacks a

transmembrane domain 112,113 and binds to glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) in the surface of infected

and surrounding uninfected cells preventing the IFN-mediated induction of an antiviral state 112,114,115.

Thus, it is important to test whether the differences in length of the repetitive sequences between

Clade I, IIa and IIb (Fig. 6b) could have an effect in translation.

The more intriguing region of variability observed in our dataset involves OPG153 (A26L).

There are several lines of evidence that mark this ORF as a significant factor in transmission and

virulence among OPXV: (1) OPG153 is a known attachment factor (to laminin) for OPXV 116,117; (2)

OPG153 is a significant factor regulating egress for OPXV 116,118–120; (3) In a comparative genomic

analysis of poxviruses, OPG153 is unique by being the “core” gene that has been “lost” the most

times during poxvirus evolution 36; (4) during experimental evolution experiments, inactivation of

OPG153 genes by frameshift mutations provided rapid adaptation in a poxviral model 40. These

changes resulted in increased virus replication levels, changes in morphogenesis quantified by EM,

in decreased particle/PFU ratios 40 and differences in pathogenesis 119; and (5) Advanced dissection

of the adaptive immune response against MPXV demonstrated that OPG153 is the main target of

the antibody response 121,122.

The mechanism of entry of Poxvirus in cells is highly versatile. They produce two infectious

particles: mature (MVs) and extracellular virions (EVs). Although the MV is the more abundant form,

the EV is specialized for cell-to-cell spread. EVs, produced and secreted early in the infection, are

essential in spread infection within the host, however MVs that are produced and accumulate inside

the infected cell until lysis are important for host-to-host transmission 123. Both MVs and EVs of

VACV take advantage of host cell endocytosis for internalization by activating macropinocytosis.

MVs also use fusion with the plasma membrane and explain VACV ability to enter most cells. MV

attachment is mediated by OPG153 and OPG154 binding to cell surface laminin and

glycosaminoglycans, respectively. MVs of some chordopoxviruses (e.g., CPXV, ECTV, raccoonpox

virus, and FWPV) but not MPXV, VARV or VACV become occluded in a dense protein matrix within

the cytoplasm called A-type inclusions (ATIs, formed mainly by OPG153, is co-located in the same

genomic area). ATIs are released following degeneration of infected cells and protect the enclosed
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MVs from the environment. Interestingly, some CPXV mutants lacking OPG153 form inclusions

without virions 119,124,125. VACV strains had considerable variation regarding their preference for

alternative pathways, which might depend on the ATI and OPG153 proteins 120. Interestingly, 3 of the

21 highly repetitive areas identified in our intra-host variation analysis (LCR5, LCR6 and LCR7) are

located in the poxvirus genome (133,000 to 138,000) area where these ORFs are encoded (Fig. 1).

OPG153 is a bridge between the ATI protein OPG152 and OPG154, which is tethered to

MVs. Interestingly, in VACV (which does not form ATIs), a truncated homologous OPG152 protein is

encoded by some strains that associate with OPG153 118. MPXV, which also does not form ATIs,

also has a truncated OPG152. Neither OPG153 nor OPG152 protein are present in EVs. EV

formation occurs when MVs are wrapped by a pair of additional membranes derived from

virus-modified trans-Golgi or endosomal cisternae. Studies with mutant VACVs indicate that severe

effects in wrapping are caused by repression or deletion of the OPG153 MV protein, OPG057/F13 or

OPG190/B5 40,118,126. Interestingly, the antiviral ST-246 inhibits the wrapping of MVs and formation of

EVs by targeting OPG057 which is required for Golgi membrane localization 126.

The LCR7 repeat area, located in the central domain of OPG153, encodes for a poly-aspartic

acid non-structured region (Fig. 6a). That acidic region is conserved among OPXV; however, its

length is highly variable. As mentioned above, amino acid polymer stretches had usually been

associated with self-aggregation mechanisms. In mammals, a poly-Asp stretch appears to provide

functionality to asporin, a small leucine-rich repeat proteoglycan (SLRP) class I that also possesses

a unique stretch of aspartate residues at its N terminus 127 associated with calcium-binding functions
128. Interestingly, poxvirus evolutionary clades that form ATIs, generically have very long poly-D

stretches. Instead, VACV and VARV that do not form ATI have reduced their poly-D stretches to the

minimum (4 aa, in both). Among MPXV strains, different patterns are observed. Clade IIa strains

have an extended 21 aa poly-D. Intriguing, Clade I and IIb strains disrupt their poly-D stretch with

the insertion of 2 isoleucines. Intriguing, both disruptions result from the incorporation of the same

“ATCATA” nucleotide insertion in the “GAT” repetitive stretch.

In summary, we believe that our findings expand the concept of genome accordions in OPXV

evolution. The highly repetitive structure of the genome of OPXV resembles the structure of

Plasmodium falciparum; and facilitates a simple and recurrent mechanism of adaptation in a

genomic scale. A consequence of this concept is that LCRs of the genome (highly repeated large

tandem repeats, short tandem repeats, and homopolymers), which are currently being neglected

during genomic studies, might be crucial to address changes of host range or virulence and might

also contain important transmission information. To further take advantage of current NGS

capabilities, we need to establish a new standardized approach to generate and analyze the

sequencing data that prioritize these regions. Further functional studies to complement this

comparative genomic study are urgently needed.
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Figures and Tables

Name Location
Start HQGa

Location End
HQGb Repeat Unitc Patternd Nearest Genee Type of LCRf

Relative
Position to the

Geneg
Distance in bph Copenhagen

Notationi
Vaccinia
Notationj Comments

LCR2 174,063 174,112 2 [ATAT]n NA STR Downstream 45 Cop-B16R B14R

LCR5 133,895 133,918 1 [T]n OPG152 homopolymer Upstream 899 Cop-A25L A27L Fragmented
gene area

LCR10 197,830 197,842 1 [T]n OPG001 (ITR) homopolymer Downstream 209 NA NA
LCR11 1,286 1,298 1 [T]n OPG001 (ITR) homopolymer Downstream 209 NA NA

LCR21 175,299 175,357 6 [GATGAA]n OPG204 STR ATG
Start/Promoter NA Cop-B19R B16R Alternative ATG

repeat start

LCR7 137,319 137,375 3 [ATC]n OPG153 STR Inside ORF NA Cop-A28L A26L Attachment
MVs/Laminin

LCR6 133,980 133,989 10 [CAATCTTTCT]n OPG152 STR Upstream 818 Cop-A25L A27L
LCR1

5,369 5,624 16 [AACTAACTTAT
GACTT]n

OPG003 (ITR) STR Downstream 72 Cop-C19L NA
LCR1 OPG015 (LITR) STR Upstream 35 CPXV-017 NA
LCR4

193,504 193,759 16 [AAGTCATAAGT
TAGTT]n

OPG003 (ITR) STR Downstream 72 Cop-C19L NA
LCR4 OPG015 (LITR) STR Upstream 35 CPXV-017 NA

LCR3 179,872 180,345 9 ATAT
[ACATTATAT]n OPG208 STR ATG

Start/Promoter 21 Cop-K2L B19R SPI-1 apoptosis
inhibition

LCR8 147,655 147,718 5+7

[ATATTTT]n
[ATTTT]n

[ATATTTT]n
[ATTTT]n

[ATATTTT]n
[ATTTT]n

[ATATTTT]n

OPG171 STR Upstream 75 Cop-A42R A42R

OPG170 STR Upstream 70 Cop-A41L A41L

LCR9 151,350 151,417 9

[TATGAAG]n
[GATATGAT]n

[GATATGATG]n
[GATATGAT]n

OPG176 STR Upstream 19 Cop-A46R A47R

LCR12 29,326 29,364 1 [A]n OPG044 homopolymer Inside ORF NA Cop-K7R B15R C-terminal
position

LCR13 76,896 76,904 1 [T]n OPG097/098 homopolymer Upstream 9-Jul Cop-L3L/L4R L3L/L4R

LCR14 81,658 81,666 1 [T]n OPG104 homopolymer Inside ORF NA Cop-J5L L5L Essential for
viral replication

LCR15 140,911 140,977 9

[ATAACAATT]n
[ATAATTGTT]n
[ATAATAATT]n
[ATAATTGTT]n

OPG159 STR Inside ORF NA Cop-A31L A33L

PKR inhibitor
candidate? /
C-terminal

position
LCR16 153,457 153,465 1 [A]n OPG180 homopolymer Upstream 15 Cop-A50R A50R
LCR17 163,979 164,003 4 [TAAC]n OPG188 STR Downstream 90 Cop-B2R B4R
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LCR18 166,865 166,920 7 [AATAATT]n OPG190 STR Downstream 18 Cop-B5R B6R

LCR19 170,508 170,563 6 [GATACA]n OPG197 STR Inside ORF NA Cop-B11R B11R hypothetical
protein

LCR20 172,868 172,876 1 [T]n OPG199 homopolymer Downstream 59 Cop-K2L SPI-2/B12R

a Nucleotide base coordinate in reference HQG (Accession number XXXX)
b Nucleotide base coordinate in reference HQG (Accession number XXXX)
c Number of repeat units in the HQG (Accession number XXXX)
d Description of the pattern of the STR where n is the number of repeats for this particular genome)
e Identification according to Senkevich et al. of nearest identified gene. New Notation
f Type of LCR: Short tandem repeats or Homopolymer
g Position of the LCR to the neareast gene
h Distance of the LCR to the nearest gene
i Notation of the gene in the VACV Copenhagen strain
j Notation of the gene in the VACV Western Reserve strain

Table 1: Description and annotation of Low Complexity Regions (LCR). Short Tandem Repeats (STRs) are described using nucleotide base pair

coordinates in reference to the HQG (Accession number ERS12168861). Number of repeat units, description of the pattern (where n = number of

repeats for this particular genome), identification of nearest annotated gene, type of LCR (STR or homopolymer), position of the LCR to the nearest

gene, distance of the LCR to the nearest gene, Notation of the gene according to the VACV Copenhagen strain and classical vaccinia notation are

listed in the table.
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Name Repeat Unit Pattern HQ
Number of

repeats
HQG

Nearest Gene Variation Type of
Variation

Entropy
threshol
d >0.03

Resolved
correctly in

RefSeq
Nanopore MiSeq NovaSeq # Supporting

Reads MiSeq

#
Supporting

Reads
NovaSeq

LCR4 16 TAGTCATAAGTTAGTT
[AAGTCATAAGTTAGTT]15 16 OPG003 (ITR) NR Length NA No& Yes No No NA NA

LCR3 9 ATAT [ACATTATAT]52 52 OPG208 Yes Length NA Yes Yes No No NA NA

LCR1 16 [AACTAACTTATGACTT]15
AACTAACTTATGACTA 16 OPG003 (ITR) NR Length NA No& Yes No No NA NA

LCR2 2 [AT]25 25 NA Yes Length 1.66 No Yes Yes Yes 768 90
LCR5 1 [T]24 24 OPG152 Yes Length 1.535 Yes No No Yes NA 112
LCR10 1 [T]13 13 OPG001 (ITR) Yes Length 0.63 No& Yes No No 6561 11945
LCR11 1 [T]13 13 OPG001 (ITR) Yes Length 0.627 No& Yes Yes Yes 6448 11589
LCR21 6 [GATGAA]4 GATGA 4.5 OPG204 Yes Mutation 0.207 Yes Yes Yes Yes 6578 6661
LCR7 3 [ATC]14 TATGAT [ATC]3 19 OPG153 Yes Length 0.181 Yes Yes Yes Yes 4541 6607

LCR9 9
[TATGAAG]1 [GATATGAT]1

[GATATGATG]5
[GATATGAT]1

8 OPG176 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 5208 5737

LCR8 5+7

[ATATTTT]1 [ATTTT]1
[ATATTTT]3 [ATTTT]1
[ATATTTT]2 [ATTTT]1

[ATATTTT]1

10 OPG171 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 6581 6790

LCR6 10 [CAATCTTTCT]1 1 OPG152 Yes* NA 0 No* Yes Yes Yes 4884 12930
LCR20 1 [T]9 9 OPG199 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 10106 13315
LCR19 6 GATTCA [GATACA]8 GAT 9.3 OPG197 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes yes 4119 4685
LCR18 7 [AATAATT]3 AATAA 3 OPG190 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 9755 11838
LCR17 4 [TAAC]6 T 6.1 OPG188 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 7388 9474
LCR16 1 [A]9 9 OPG180 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 10340 16044

LCR15 9

[ATAACAATT]4
[ATAATTGTT]1
[ATAATAATT]1
[ATAATTGTT]1

7 OPG159 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 7067 6569

LCR14 1 [T]9 9 OPG104 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 7819 12521
LCR13 1 [T]9 9 OPG097/098 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 7480 12126
LCR12 1 [A]9 9 OPG044 No NA 0 Yes Yes Yes Yes 9789 13592

* LCR6 is a 10bp repeat that was reported early in the outbreak as an insertion (reference). Several strains presented this duplication. In our dataset, we have not seen any variation in this area
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& LCR1/4 and LCR10/11 are located in the Inverted Terminal Repeats. Given that no read covering this area reached a unique are outside of the ITR; we cannot technically state that we solved the
repeat. Nonethless, the ITR should be identical based on Poxvirus replication mode.

Table 2: Low complexity region validation and entropy intra-host analysis in HQG specimen. The type and number of supporting reads for each

of them is shown. Definitions of quality: Yes: LCR is found entirely in the assembly in one contig; Partial: LCR is found in several different contigs or

with Ns spanning the region; No: LCR area is not assembled with the reported method. All LCRs with entropy levels above 0.15 are shaded in gray.
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NC_063383.1 ON562414.3 HQ Genome
Size 197209 197205 198547

SNPs* NA 67 69
INDELs* NA 10del 7ins 11del 6 ins

Homopolymeric
sites** 408 405 399

Unique SNPs NA 0 2
LCR characterization

LCR1/4 8 8 16
LCR2 22 24 25
LCR3 18 16 52
LCR5 25 28 24
LCR6 2 1 1
LCR7 19 17.6 17.6
LCR8 10 10 10
LCR9 8 6 6

LCR10/11 17 14 13
LCR12 9 9 9
LCR13 9 9 9
LCR14 9 9 9
LCR15 7 7 7
LCR16 9 9 9
LCR17 6.1 6.1 6.1
LCR18 3.5 3.5 3.5
LCR19 9.3 9.3 9.3
LCR20 9 9 9
LCR21 4.5 4.5 4.5

*SNPs and indels vs NC_063383.1
** Homopolymers with length more than 8 nt

Table 3: Genome comparison of our High Quality Genome against the Clade IIb reference strain

(NC_063383.1) and MPXV_USA_2022_MA001 (ON562414.3). Table shows differences in length,

number of SNPs, number of INDELs, total number of homopolymeric sites and unique SNPs

characterizing that genome. LCR repetitions for each genome are indicated; different number of

repeats are shaded in grey.
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Figure 1: High Quality Full genome assembly and annotation. Visual representation of the

differences between reference assembled result; de-novo assembled result hybrid and High-Quality

genome. Rings outside-inside: 1) High quality genome hybrid assembly; 2) Coverage distribution

graph (red meaning coverage 0, 0.2%; orange coverage meaning less than 1000x, 0.1%; black

coverage more than 1000x and less than 10000, 0.28%; and green meaning more than 10000x,

99.42%); 3) Gene annotation according to Senkevich et al notation, light purple means gene is in

reverse strand, dark purple in the forward; 4) Contigs from NovaSeq sequencing 5) Contigs from

MiSeq sequencing 6) Contig from Nanopore sequencing. Green shading indicates the LCR regions;

Orange shading highlights the ITR regions.
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Figure 2: Long Low Complexity Region characterization and validation. A) LCR3 validation using

nanopore sequencing data from our dataset along with 15 additional raw data sequencing reads

available at SRA; B) LCR1/4 validation using nanopore single molecule sequencing data from our

dataset along with 20 additional raw data sequencing reads from public databases. Detailed

information about the represented materials, along with their originator and epidemiological data is

provided in Supplementary Table 6.
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Figure 3: Frequencies (mean +/- Standard Error) at which LCRs occur in OPGs from different

functional groups in OPXV. Pairwise comparisons where “housekeeping” functional class had a

significantly different frequency than other groups (FDR corrected P value <0.05) are highlighted.

Figure 4. (a) Distribution of entropy values for the variable sites at SNP (left) and STR (right) sites;

(b) Distributions of the pairwise inter-sample Euclidean distances for each STR and the SNPs. Note

that for SNPs the boxplot represents the distribution of average Euclidean distances of each variable

position along the genome.
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Figure 5: Virus Population Genomics analysis of MPXV genomes. LCR variation analysis in the

biological specimen (intra-host) and between different specimens (inter-host) variability; a) The

panel shading indicates the number of reads supporting each LCR for each sample. Only paired

reads that include a perfect match to both flanking regions are counted; the gradient shows the

maximum value in black, minimum value (n=1) in light blue. Samples with no coverage are indicated
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in grey; b) Comparison of LCR allele frequency for samples 353R and 349R. Only LCR with at least

10 supporting paired reads including both flanking regions are counted; only alleles above a

frequency of 0.03 are considered; the gradient show the maximum value in black, with a minimum

value n=0.03 in light blue; c) Comparison of LCR allele frequency in all samples for LCR with good

coverage (7, 10/11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21). Only LCR with at least 10 supporting paired reads

including both flanking regions are counted; only alleles above a frequency of 0.03 are considered;

the gradient shows the maximum value in black, with a minimum value n=0.03 in light blue.
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Figure 6. Sequence logos are used to visually display conservations and variations in the regions of

interest. The logo demonstrates the fixed patterns or conserved motifs in an alignment of OPXV

OPG153 protein sequences. The heterogeneity of the alignment represents clades of different

evolutionary OPXV origins. Both homologous and nonhomologous sites among cluster of sequences

are highlighted; a) Analysis of OPG153/LCR7 variability among OPXV genomes. b) Analysis of

OPG204/LCR21 variability among MPXV Clades I, IIa and IIb; and c) Analysis of OPG208/LCR3

variability among MPXV Clades I, IIa and IIb.

Figure 7. a) Analysis of OPG204/LCR21 codon usage among MPXV Clades I, IIa and IIb; and b)
Analysis of OPG208/LCR3 codon usage among MPXV Clades I, IIa and IIb.
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Supplementary Table 1. List of samples and genomes used for the different analyses, including

sample names, sequence accessions, run accessions, and available epidemiological information

(some of the samples are in ena uploading process so they don’t have sequence accession yet).

Supplementary Table 2. Mapping and assembly stats for the 48 Spanish samples in the study.

Sheet Mapping_HQ: Mapping stats against the High Quality Genome obtained. Sheet
Mapping_NC_063383.1: Mapping stats against the NC_063383.1 genome. Mapping stats for both

genomes include total reads after trimming, total and percentage of reads corresponding to host

genome, total and percentages of reads mapped against viral genome, total and percentage of

reads that didn’t mapped neither to host nor viral genome, median depth of coverage, percentage of

reference viral genome covered to more than 10X depth, number of variants included in the

consensus genome, number of those variants thar annotate as missense variants and the number of

Ns in the consensus genome after masking. Sheet Assembly_Spades: De novo assembly stats

using Spades assembler in rnaviral mode. Sheet Assembly_Unicycler: De novo assembly stats

using Unicycler assembler. Assembly stats for both assemblers include total reads after trimming,

total and percentage of reads corresponding to host genome, total and percentage of reads

remaining for assembly after host removal, total number of contigs with more than 500 nucleotide

length, nucleotides length of the largest contig and the N50 statistical value.

Supplementary Table 3. LCRs coordinates against NC_063383.1 (sheet 1) and 353_R HQG (sheet

2) including LCR name, number of repeats, pattern and flanking regions.

Supplementary Table 4. STRsearch results in long format including sample name, pattern, number

of repeats, number of supporting reads, allele frequency (supporting reads / reads spanning region)

and LCR sequence including flanking sequences.

Supplementary Table 5. Phylogenetic groups description, groups are described as a

monophylogenetic clade with > 80 bootstrap support. The table shows the groups, the samples

grouped, and the SNPs describing the groups (unique and shared) and the epidemiology information

available.

Supplementary Table 6. Results from the LCR1/4 and LCR3 analysis for the different Long Reads

Sequencing data available in SRA for MPXV, the table gathers information about number of repeats

according to assembly and streveal, and the supporting reads spanning the region.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Low-complexity-regions characterization and validation. a) Multiple

alignment for LCR2 showing the differences found according to different reference

consensus; b) LCR7 alignment showing identification using used sequencing platforms

Supplementary Figure 2. Phylogenetic analysis. a) Phylogenetic maximum likelihood tree showing

SNPs clustering (Clade IIb); bootstrap > 60 is shown, samples are annotated according to its date of

collection, and whether they belong to the 2022 outbreak; b) Haplotype Network showing SNPs

difference among samples included in the phylogenetic tree.
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